The dowels, used in the 31120 carriage front guide, may be ordered as 36-150 dowel.

A 2382 lockwasher has been added under each of the three 1121 screws used in mounting the 32600 selector magnet unit (Comp.).

The 41362 and 49054 springs, used on the 32900 printing contact lock (Comp.) have been replaced by 45104 and 3870 springs respectively.

The pivots, used on the vertical bars, may be ordered as follows: 43322 vertical bar upper pivot, and 43323 vertical bar lower pivot.

The empty ribbon spool may be ordered as 71681 ribbon spool (empty).

The set screw, used in the 33620 ribbon spool head, may be ordered as 43653 set screw.

The two 1121 leg frame screws have been replaced by two 1223 screws, which are slightly longer.

The two 55393 screws, used for mounting the 46020 resistance (1000 ohms), have been replaced by two 33-362 screws.

The 45032 spring post, used in the 31630 letter shift bracket, has been replaced by a 41622 spring post.

The 41325 nut, used to mount the 35561 tape idler, has been replaced by a 49662 nut.

A large washer, 35577, has been added between the head of the 35562 shoulder screw and the 35561 tape idler, to prevent the tape from sliding off the tape idler.
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The guide pin, used in the 47061 type bar guide, may be ordered as 45954 guide pin.
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The two 41735 contact spring mounting screws have been replaced by two 41856 screws.

The two 41354 lamp bracket mounting screws have been replaced by two 42664 screws.
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The 46183 washer, used with the 46181 cover clamp, has been replaced by a 90707 washer.

The 3639 lockwasher, used in mounting the 78525 signal contact assembly, has been replaced by a 70071 lockwasher.